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Vedic Cultural Foundation 
Aprl129,1992 

North American Gne Members 
Nonh American Temple PresIdents 
Board Members of ISKCON Foundation 

Dear Maharajas & Prabhus, 

Please accept our humble obeisances. All glories to Srila Prabhu pada. 

Please find enclosed some documents which we will be discussIng in detail on the 
morning of May 2nd. We have a detailed slide and video presentation which wil.l he 
shown at that time by Sadaputa, Hari Saurl and Advaita Acarya Prabhus. You will have 
ample opportunity to clarify any points during the presentation. 

you will find the following: 

1) An executive summary for the Vedic and Cultural Center Project in 
Washington. This is a summary version of a more thorough report which runs 
over a hundred pages and is available for anybody that wishes to review It. 

2) Appendices containing the following items: 

a) GBC Resolutions - Mayapura 1992 
b) Chan of Potential Locations & Population Statistics 

c) Chart of Washington, D.C.'s Most Popular Attractions. 

d) Details of the collections, exhibits & programs that will be presented. 

e) Example of simulated rIde & simulator brochure 

1) Articles of Incorporation of Vedic Cultural Foundation. 

g) Fund-raising Planning & Feasibility Study proposal by the 
Underwood Group. 

You will appreciate this report contains some sensitive and proprietary infonnation so 
if you wish to take it away with you, please sign non-disclosure & confldentiality 
agreement (enclosed) and return I[ to one of us. 

We look forward to meeting with you all on the 2nd of May. 

Your servants 

Advaita Acarya Das, Had Saurl Das, Narayana Das & Sadaputa Da.4; 

1380 Garnet Avenue, Sre. E-527, San Diego, CA 92109 Tel# (619) 270--8116 FAX# (619) 272-0719 
(i) 100% flecycJBd Paper 
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Dedicated to; 
His Divine Grace 

A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Pra.bhupada. 

Executive Summary 

Not to be copied, faxed or otherwise reproduced without the express (written) permission of the Vedic Cultural Foundation. 

April ]992 

Alister Taylor 
Denis Harrison 

Richard Thompson 
with thanks to Jerome Poritz 

for his kind donation to make it possible 

1380 Gamet Avenue, Ste. E-527. San Diego, CA 92109 Tel.# (619) 270-8116 FAX# (619) 272-0719 
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Vedic Science and Cultural Center 

Executive Summary 

I) INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Western culture has overtaken practically every other culture in the world. In India 
especially, the pursuit of Western ideals and philosophies and the abandonment of 
traditional Vedie culture is escalating at an alarming rate. The younger generations 
especially are flatly rejecting their own culture as a sentimental irrelevancy incapable 
of fulfilling their needs in the modern age. 

This rejection is due to the perception that Western culture, with it's mechanistic 
world view, is scientific and therefore "trueu

• The God conscious Vedic culture, with 
its obedience to higher universal authority, is derided as outdated and superstitious 
with no foundation of scientific reality. The result is a wholesale abandonment of 
Vedic based life and thus the loss of the higher, refined qualities of human existence 
it is meant to foster. 

The establishment of a Vedic Science and Cu1tural Center will reverse this trend. It 
will establish the Vedic principles of life using scholarly methodology as applied to 
both modem empirieaJ evidence and Vedic knowledge. It will scientifically educate 
its visitors in the Vedic world view that the universe is a life-based hierarchical system 
originating from the Supreme Living Being, identified in the Vedas as Lord Sri 
Krishna. It will show that man's destiny is best fulfilled by the cultivation of a 
cooperative spirit with his environment and those that control it. 

II) MISSION STATEMENT 

In developing this report it has been very important to focus in on exactly what the 
Vedic Science and Cultural Center is all about and expects to achieve. In discussion 
with many of the participants the following working Mission Statement has been 
developed. 

"TIu! Vedic Science and Cultural Center wiU pronwte public 
awareness and understanding of the Vedic view of the universe as IJ 
life-based hierarchical system. The Center wiIJ show how the Vedic 
world view is scientific, non-sectaritJn and essential to human life." 

Ill) TARGET AUDIENCE 

The overall target audience is the public in general. with the public extubits aimed 
at educated adults, high school and college students, as well as Asian Indians. In 
addition. a fully fledged research division will specifica1ly target the scientific and 
academic community. 
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IV) LOCATION 

DetaiJed location and site criteria were developed as a result of the feasibility study. 
Washington, D.C. was identified as a primary location satisfying all the key criteria. 
Considering that Washington, D.C. is the preliminary recommendation, it is obvious 
that the ISKCON Potomac temple site should be considered. After discussions with 
the GBC, Temple Presidents, and other leading devotees, it appears everyone is 
enthusiastic to build the museum on this site, subject to the approval of the North 
American GBe and the GBC body as a whole. 

V) GOVERNANCE 

A governing board will need to be set up that is legally responsible for the operations 
of the Vedic Science and Cultural Center although the day-to-day authority will be 
delegated to the director or CEO of the project. The Vedic Science and Cultural 
Center wiJI be set-up as its own individual non-profit entity with the chairman and 
members of the governing board being selected with great care and attention. The 
ISKCON Foundation wi11 be used as a model and approximately 25 to 30 board 
members appointed so that there is proper representation without being unwieldy. 

VI) COLLECTIONS, EXHIBITS AND PROGRAMS 

This is the heart of the science museum and cultural center. Ultimately, apart from 
the architectural setting, landscaping, grounds, etc. this is what will attract people to 
come to the center. Dr. Thompson and the Bhaktivedanta Institute have done a 
considerable amount of research and work into the types of exhibits and 
presentations that would be most effective in achieving the mission of the center. 
They are basically broken into three as fo]]ows: 

A) The Culrural Center 

The Vedic Science and Cultural Center will show the contrast of modern life 
with Vedic life through various types of display - dioramas, video, interactive 
video, interactive computer graphics, panel displays, live entertainment, 
holographic and 3-D displays, etc. Some of the subjects will include: 

1) Psychology a comparison of Modern and Vedic values. 

We will compare the psyche of modern man, which is full of anxiety 
due to a reductionist world view, and an outlook which makes him 
believe he is in competition with nature and actually controls it. This 
will be compared with the Vedic point of view, which is Jived with a 
sense of being part of a hannonious whole, not trying to compete with 
surroundings, and understanding that there is a living hierarchical 
system controlling the workings of the universe. 
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2) Simple Living and High Thinldng 

Two main presentations demonstrate through explanation of self 
sufficient economy and Life Sciences of Biology!Ecology. 

3) Life Style in a Vedic Village 

This will show the Vedic social system, the ashram, sociology and 
economics. 

4) Theatre with Live Presentations of Art, Dance and Music. 

B) Col1ections 

Most science centers and museums have col1ections. As the first center of its 
kind in the world, it is very important that the Vedic Science and Cultural 
Center have a collections area established. It is therefore recommended that 
the Bhaktivedanta Institute set up an archeological section that will conduct 
field research studies to gather solid empirical evidence to support the mission 
of the center. In particular two areas are to be considered. 

1) To establish and support the authenticity and antiquity of the Vedic 
Civilization. 

2) To gather empirical evidence to support a life-based hierarchical 
system, in particular showing up the anomalies on the Darwinian 
theory of evolution. Already considerable work has been done jn this 
area for the Bhaktivedanta Institute's upcoming book: Forbidden 
Archaeology • The Hidden History of the Human Race. 

We would anticipate archaeological expeditions being undertaken at important 
sites in India and throughout Asia. 

C) Exhibits for the Vedic Planetarium and Science Museum. 

This is the heart of the center and it is planned to break it down into four 
main areas as follows: 

1) Planetarium 

The main use of the planetarium wlll be to depict the universe as a 
multi-level, multi-dimensional1iving system. The planetarium will seat 
100·150 people and it is planned to have a conventional dome using a 
Digistar type projector which has considerable computer graphics 
capability. Specific astronomical shows to be developed are as follows: 

a) Show how the Surya-siddhanta deals with ecHpses. treat, the 
moon and its phases, the seasons and the motion of the planets. 
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b) Show how the Surya-siddhanta and the Fifth Canto of the 
Srirnad Bhagavatam are related. Historical material related to 
cultures will be brought in and the antiquity and worldwide 
scope of the Fifth Canto cosmology will be emphasized. 

c) For more general audiences, we will introduce more spiritual 
presentations through astronomical scenes as follows: 

i) Show the stars and planets and discuss the alignment of 
planets that occurred at the time of the battle of 
Kuruksetra. Then fade to the battle scene and present 
something from the Bhagavad-gita. 

ii) Show the stars, discuss some Vedic constellation names, 
and then discuss the devayana path through the stars. 
Then discuss the transmigration of the soul as in Easy 
Journey to Other Planets. 

2) Main Theatre 

The main theatre wm scat up to 350 people and be used for major film 
and video productions, live drama and combinations of both. This 
theatre will have a large flat movable screen and the highest quality 
large screen video projector available. 

3) Interactive and Participatory Exhibits 

It is the hands-on exhIbits that have given science and technology 
centers their distinctive character and popularity over the years. 
Participatory activities make it fun and an effective learning experience 
for both children and adults. The use of working models, video tapes, 
video disks, recorded narrations, rear projection slides and films, Jive 
science demonstrations, dramatic productions, holograms, 3D 
computers and other image!)' techniques can be used. In addition we're 
considering as the end point of the scientific and cultura1 presentation 
to demonstrate how one can live simply with a higher understanding of 
our position in the universe in relationship to God, by having a 
practical working temple that people can visit and experience. 

4) Simulated Worlds Ride 

The major growth area in the entertainment and education field for 
theme parks, museums, etc. is the simulated "star wars" type ride, 
where people are brought into a small capsule usually containing 12 to 
30 peopJe at a time. This capsule along with approach areas are 
designed to physicaI1y represent a space ship or the like. Once inside 
the capsule the passengers (who have been prepared through 
preliminary audio and visual presentations prior to entering the 
capsule) are then taken on a sensationally realistic journey usually 
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lasting 3 to 5 minutes. We feel this will be an excellent way to illustrate 
the multi-dirnensionaJ Vedic universe by taking the pubHc on trips 
through it. With our computer graphics capabiJity we will be ahle to 
generate a number of highly educationa1 and entertaining shows. 
Among the exciting Vedic vimana rides we will be able to create are 
as follows: Arjuna's trip to Svargaloka, Kardama Muni's trip through 
the universe in his flying palace and Arjuna's battle with the Danava's 
in the flying city of Hiranyapura. 

AU trips wilJ begin on the earth, with a scene of the night sky and the 
skyline of the city where welre taking off from. The vinuma will then 
take off and everybody wiU experience flying into orbit just like in the 
"Blue Planet" which is a highly successful lMAX (large screen) 
presentation. 

5) Detailed Shows and Exhibits 

The shows and exhibits win be broken into four major sections: 
Astronomy, The Laws of Nature, Mind & Body, and Evolution and the 
Origin of Life. 

VII) CAPITAL COSTS 

Our estimates indicate an overalJ capital cost in the region of $16 mi11ion as 
summarized as follows: 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

Summary of mf.\jor costs: 

Land 
Landscaping, car parks, etc. 
Construction costs 
Exhibits construction 
Development Costs 
Exhibit development and production equipment 
Archaeological expedition and research 
Ride simulator 
Other and contingency 

Totol 
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1,000,000 
600,000 

8,500,000 
1,500,000 

650,000 
1,450,000 

200,000 
500,000 
600,000 

$16,000,000 



VIn) ORGANIZATION & STAFF 

A full-time staff of approximately 35 people is p]anned with six key functions 
reponing to the Executive Director. These are the Marketing Director. Exhibits 
and Education Director, Research and Development Director, Administration 
Director, Temple and Restaurant Tn addition we expect to make extensive use of 
volunteers. who through their expertise and dedication would supplement the 
work of the staff and enrich the experience of the Science and Cultural Center 
visitors. 

IX) MARKET SIZE, ATTENDANCE AND VISITOR PATIERNS 

A) Market Size and C'..arrying Capacity 

In North America 50 minion peopJe visit Science and Technology centers 
annually. This number is growing at a good rate and the medium and larger 
size centers tend to attract up to 40% of the regiona] population annually. 

Washington, D.C. with a base population of 3.8 mi1Jion and an annual 
tourism base of over 19 million a year has a very ]arge total annual market 
potential. 

The carrying capacity of the center is based on typical science center 
formu]a of around 20 visitors per year per square feet of exhibit space. 
With 10.000 ft. 2 of exhibits this represents 200,000 people per year. In 
addition it is expected that special events, the theatre and motion ride 
simulator will provide extra carrying capacity. (These areas represent an 
additional 11.000 ft,2.) 

B) Attendance - Washington, D.C. 

It is anticipated that with the right amount of promotion the Center will 
attract 125,000 to 150,000 people per annum. The top 20 attractions in 
Washington, D.C. attract more than 1 million visitors per year each, with 
the top attractions bringing over 6 & 7 million visitors a year. Even the 
smaUer gal1eries attract 300-400.000 a year. It shou1d be noted that at its 
height, with the right promotion, New Vrindaban and the Palace of Gold 
attracted over a minion visitors a year into the mountains of West Virginia) 
miles away from any other attraction or main city. 

X) PRELIMINARY FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 

A) Income 

Generally science centers divide their income into 2 categories; revenne & 
support (donations and grants). 
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1) Revenue From Operations 

These can be broken down into several areas; admissions, 
merchandising, food & beverage, spedal programs (inc1uding theatre 
shows, catered events, etc.), simulated rides and memberships. In 
total our annual revenue is expected to be over $700,000 in the 
areas summarized below; 

Annual Revenue Summary 

Admissions 
Store 
Food & Beverage 
Special Programs 
Simulator Rides 
Membership 

Total 

306,000 
125,000 
62,500 
25,000 

125,000 
80,000 

$723,500 

2) Support Income (Donations and Grants) 

On average, the su pport income for a typical Science and 
Technology Center in the United States is per fu11 time 
development staff. As we will be having Ilh fulJ- time employees on 
development, we anticipate income from this area of $400,000 per 
year. Nearly two-thirds of all science centers in North America have 
an with the average amount being $3.4 million. It will 
take some time for us to build up an endowment program and no 
income is indicated in this area initially. 

3) Summary of Total Support 

Revenue 
Support 

Total 

B) Operating expenses 

= 
::: 

$723,500 
$400,000 

$1,123,500 

Not surprisingly the largest share of science center's expenses are for 
personneJ: wages} salaries} and benefits. On average personnel costs are 
slightJy higher than half of all expenditures. For the Vedic Science and 

J CuJtural Center our personnel costs arc estimated to run around 60% of 
total expenses or $600,000 per annum. 
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Summary of Key Operating Expenses 

Wages, salaries and henefits 

Marketing, Education Programs, 
and Public Relations 

Exhibit, Vchic1e and Equipment Maintenance, 
Insurances, and General Administration 

Other miscenaneous 

Tota] 

C) Summary of Income and Expenditures 

Income Expenditures 

Operating Revenues $723,500 Wages/Salaries 
Support Income $400,000 Marketing. PR 

Administration, Maintenance 
Other misc. 
Surplus 

Total Income $1,123,500 Total Expenditures 

$600,000 

$200,000 

$150,000 

$150,000 

$1,100,000 

$600,000 
$200,000 
$150,000 
$150,000 

$23,500 

$1,123,000 

can be seen, our preliminary estimates show a surplus of $23,500 after 
operating expenditures have been taken into account. This does not take into 
account building or any other major capital item appreciation. 

XI) FUND RAISING 

While the fund raising strategy and plan has to be fully developed, severa1 
discussions have been held with Cliff Underwood, founder and president of the 
Underwood Group--a San Diego based, professional fund raising group 
specializing in non-profit organizations. They have already been working with the 
ISKCON Foundation and we expect to work with them to full develop a 
successful fund-raising program. A preliminary three-phase program is proposed 
to reach the $16 million target in a 24 month period. 
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A) Phase One -- Preparation (Feasibility Study*) 
(June 1992 - December 1992) 

B) Phase Two -- Advance Gift Solicitation 
(Jan 1993 - June] 993) 

C) Phase Three -- Major Gift So1icitation 
(July 1993 - December 1993) 

D) Donor Recognition 

In addition the Vedic Science and Cu1tura1 Center Board of Governors will 
provide opportunities for recognition of donors who assist in funding the 
project in a significant way. Donors wi]] have the opportunity for naming 
rights (in conjunction with ourselves) for the center itself and certain1y for 
the restaurant, planetarium, theatre, and other major e1ements, shou1d 
contributions be high enough. 

E) Campaign Volunteers 

... 

The leaders of the campaign will be identified as the most influential 
members of the Western and Indian communities. 

A preliminary proposal for the Fund-raising Planning & Feasibility Study 
from the Underwood Group is contained in the Appendices to this report. 
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Appendices 

I) GBC Resolutions • Mayapura 1992. 

II) Chart of Potential Locations & Population 
Statistics. 

III) Chart of Washington, D.C.'s Most Popular 
Attractions. 

IV) Details of the collections, exhibits & programs that 
will be presented. 

V) Example of simulated ride & simulator brochure 

VI) Articles of Incorporation of Vedic Cultural 
Foundation. 

VII) Fund-raising Planning & Feasibility Study proposal 
by the Underwood Group. 

VITI) Advisory Board Members 
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GBC Resolutions 
Mayapura 1992 

44) "That the ISKCON Potomac Property be 
developed as a Vedic Cultural Museum, along the 
lines presented by the Vedic Cultural Foundation, 
together with a showcase ISKCON Temple as a 
National Project. Details about ownership of 
land, fund.raising, etc. will be worked out by the 
North American GBC & Temple PreSidents, 
together with the Vedic Cultural Foundation." 

45) "That the Potomac national project be authorized 
for international fund-raising, to be done by a 
small team. of professionally trained &. highly 
skilled fund-raisers who will only approach 
individuals or corporations capable of giving 
donations of $1,000,000 or more." 
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National Air & Space Museum .............................................................. 7,524,291 
National Museum of Natural History .................................................... 6,242.825 
Natural Museum of American History ................................................. 5.745.291 
National Gallery of An ........................................................................... 5,621,349 
Arlington National cemetery ............................................................... 4,500,000 (estimate) 
John F. Kennedy Center ........................................................................ 3,733. 509 
Union Station .......................................................................................... 3,650,000 (estimate) 
Pavilion at the Old Post Office .............................................................. 3.385,450 
National Zoological Park ....................................................................... 3.000,000 (estimate) 
U.S. Botanic Gardens ............................................................................. 3,200,000 (estimate) 
Vietnam Veterans Memorial... .............................................................. 1,97],361 
Library of Congress ............................................................................... ],719,522 
National Archives & Records Administration .................................. 1,630,686 
The White House .................................................................................... 1,345,096 
U.S. Capitol (guided tours only) ........................................................... 1,335,046 
Washington Monument ......................................................................... ],269,529 
Lincoln Memorial ................................................................................... 1,259,423 
National Arboretum .............................................................................. 1,000,000 (estimate) 
Mt. Vemon ................................................................................................. 987,977 
Smithsonian ArtS & Industries Building ................................................. 959,670 
Hirshhom Museum & Sculpture Garden ............................................... 896,184 
Ford's Theater (Lincoln Museum) ........................................................... 830,386 
Jefferson Memorial ................................................................................... 773,189 
Supreme Court .......................... " .............................................................. 707,930 
Washington National Cathedral ............................................................... 513,470 
Bureau of Engraving & Printing ............................................................... 503,429 
FBI Building (guided tours only) .............................................................. 471.298 
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception .................................... 470,000 (estimate) 
National Portrait Gallery & National Museum of 

American Art ............................................................................... 451,335 
National Museum of African An ....... " .................................................... 423,152 
National Geographic Society (Explorers HalO ....................................... 375,232 
Arthur Sackler Gallery .............................................................................. 354.007 
National Geographic Society {Explorers Hall) ....................................... 375,232 
Arthur Sackler Gallery .............................................................................. 354,007 
National Aquarium ..................................................................................... 300,000 (estimate) 
Renwick Gallery ......................................................................................... 205,490 
Corcoran Gallery of Art ......................................................................... 191,006 

Total number of visitors to Washinton, D.C. 
in 1990: 19.0 million (approx.) 
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VIll) COLLECTIONS. EXHIBITS AND PROGRAMS 

This is the heart of the science museum and cultural center. U1timately, apart 
from the architectura1 setting, landscaping, grounds, etc. this is what will 
attract people to come to the center. Dr. Thompson and the Bhaktivedanta 
Institute have done a considerable amount of research and work into the types 
of exhibits and presentations that would be most effective in achieving the 
mission of the center and ful1 details are given below. There are a number of 
aspects to achieving an overall effective presentation and we have examined 
each area in some depth as follows: 

A) The Cultur31 Center 

The Vedic Science and Cu1tural Center wi]] show the link between a 
scientific World View and Action (Life Style). Human outlook on life is 
reflected in social arrangement, economics, art, dance, song, architecture 
and all other aspects of life. 

The so-called modern civilized culture is based on conflict and attempts 
to control nature. It has caused massive destruction of the earth's 
environment within the last 100 years. We have tragedies on the 1and 
(Brazilian Rain Forests where thousands of species become extinct each 
year), in the sea (Valdez in Alaska etc.), and in the air, with pollution of 
aU types maldng the planet become more and more uninhabitable. 

On the other hand, the Vedic system accepts a higher authority and works 
in hannony with its surroundings. The Vedic system has proved over 
thousands of years that it can work in harmony with nature indefinitely. 

The Vedic Science and Cultural Center will show the contrast or modem 
lire with Vedic Ufe through various types of displays - dioramas, video, 
interactive video, interactive computer graphics, panel displays, live 
entertainment) holographic and 3-D displays, etc .. Some subjects under 
consideration are: 

]) PsychoJogy _. A comparison of modem and Vedic values. 

a) Modern Man 

The psyche of Modern man is full of anxiety due to a 
reductionist world view, and an outlook which makes him 
believe he is in competition with nature and can actually 
conquer over it. Genetic manipulation and space exp10ration 311 
reflect the idea that man is supreme or can become so, "There 
are no Gods or Demigods but by our ventures into space we 
will become Demigods". 

However, believing we are simp1y a bunch of atoms with no 
future, people are actually becoming hopeless and cynieal to 
everything around them. Suicides are at an all-time and 
people have no sense of morality. Everything is there simp1y to 
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exploit. The idea that "might makes right" devolves to the lowest 
common denominator .- "animaJism". 

This is reflected in every aspect of modern life. More obvious 
examples which we may explore are as follows: 

i) Art 

The evolution of art in modem times follows the general 
degradation in cultural morality and values. Originally it 
was religious and uplifting. It then moved into a "Realism" 
stage where the subject matter was based on sensuaJ 
objects. It further evolved into "impressionism". "cubism", 
and finally today we have seen it degraded to the leve1 of 
"intoxicated art" where drunks can splash paint on canvas 
and it is considered fine art. (An example is the Blue 
Poles in the AustraJian National Museum.) 

ii) Music 

In a similar way music has degraded over time from 
onginaJ Gregorian chants, religious and secular music from 
people such as Symphonic (Page), into more 
recent times with the Big Bands, Rock 'n Roll, and 
more recently Heavy & Acid Metal, and Punk Rock, where 
the style and subject matter are very base and animalistic. 

iii) Economic Development 

The current exploitative attitude which has 1ead to the 
massive destruction of the earths within only 
150 years of industrialism has caused major problems. 
These include the destruction of other species en masse, 
major environmenta1 pollution through oil and the use of 
motor vehicles, a fa1se dependency on a centralized, oil-
based economy which leads to exploitation with millions of 
people starving while others dump food or farmers are 
paid not to grow by the government. 

The economic future looks bleak with currently a strong 
and deepening recession as a reaction to the excesses of 
the 70's & 80's. 

b) Vedic Man - i.e., those who fo]Jow the Vedas. 

Lived with the sense of being part of a harmonious whole. He 
was not trying to compete with his surroundings but learnt 
obedience to the living hierarchical system of the universe. He 
got necessities not from exploitation but from cooperation. He 
worked towards a better (spirituaJ) future by worshiping and 
pleasing the Demigods and the Supreme Lord. Therefore he 
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had no need to exploit nature. Better sentiment of caring for 
others and recognizing their needs and pJights automatically 
resulted. Elevated consciousness means pleasant surroundings. 
This can be shown with displays of environmental harmony 
which perpetuated for thousands of years; 

i) Based on nature's own self-replenishing systems. 

ii) Animal and man working in hannony. 

iii) SpeciaJ utility of cow and bull. 

iv) Art, dance and music all designed to tune the 
consciousness with the higher authorities of the universe. 

2) Simple Living and High Thinking 

Two main presentations demonstrate through explanation of self 
sufficient economy and Life Sciences of Biology/Ecology. 

a) Economic 

Show socio-economic structure. natural economy and the 
economics of nature. 

b) Ecological 

i) Show existing biological networks of Jiving beings and how 
they work, and man's need to work in harmony rather than 
opposed to nature and other species. 

ii) Health Care (Ayur Veda) 

Living in the mode of goodness, passion and ignorance and 
effects on consciousness of each. 

3) Life Style in 8 Vedic Village 

a) Varnas (Vedic Social System) - how it works following the 
universal hierarchical system; 

i) Intellectual/SpirituaJ class. 
ii) Administrative class. 
iii) Economic sector. 
iv) Workers. 
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b) Ashram as 

i) Celibate students. 
ii) Family life. 
iii) Retired life. 
iv) Renounced order fully dedicated to spiritual emancipation. 

c) Sociology 

i) Interaction of each class for mutual support and elevation. 
ii) Systems of justice 
iii) Health and we1fare 

d) Economics 

i) Localized self sufficiency. 
ii) Systems of tlUation and re-distribution. 

4) Theatre 

Live presentations of: 

a) Art 
b) Dance 
c) Music 

B) Col1ections 

While many science centers have collections, they are usually not 
extensive, nor are they the foca1 point of an institutions offerings. Rather 
the emphasis generally is on constructed exlubits of a participatory nature. 
However, as far as this center is concerned, because of its mission and the 
fact that this is the first center of its kind in the world, it is considered 
very important that a collections area is established. For this reason it is 
recommended that the Bhaktivedanta Institute set up an archaeological 
section that will conduct field research studies to gather solid empirical 
evidence to support the mission of the center. In particular it's expected 
that the center will develop archaeological col1ections of importance in 
two areas: 

1) To establish and support the authenticity and antiquity of the Vedic 
civilization. The predominant western scholars view conflicts with 
scriptural and other evidence for the antiquity of Vedic civilization. 
Considerable research will be needed to gather empirical evidence 
and archaeological findings to support this aspect. 
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2) Empirical evidence to support a life based hierarchical system, in 
particular showing up the anomalies in the Darwinian theory of 
evolution. Already considerable work has been done in this area for 
the Bhaktivedanta Institute's upcoming book: Forbidden ArchDeology • 
What tM wlllists don t want you ID bow tIboullJll.Clmt man. Severa1 

of these items are aJrcady pointed out in the video that was 
produced. 

We would anticipate archaeological expeditions being undertaken at 
important sites in India and throughout Asia. which wou1d provide 
the basis for the above collections. Also it may be necessary to 
borrow or duplicate particu1ar items that are in other col1ections 
around the wor1d. Videos and photographed display boards, as welJ 
as replicas will be utilized to support this area. A detailed and 
systematic program to establish all the objects9 authenticity, 
description, origin, important vaJue, use, etc. will need to be 
developed. 

C) Exhibits for the Vedic Planetarium and Science Museum 

This is the heart of the center and it is planned to break it down into four 
main areas as fonows: 

1) Planetarium 

The main use of the planetarium will be to depict the universe as a 
multi-1evel, mu.lti-dimensional system. It is not possible to make a 
three dimensional model of such a system, although it can be 
explained in words and Dr. Thompson's book on Vedic Cosmography 
and Astronomy attempts to do this. The size of the planetarium is to 
seat 100-150 people and it is planned to have a conventional 
horizontal dome using a Digistar type projector which has 
considerable computer graphics capability. Slides and video 
projection units will support the nonnal shows and be projected 
directly onto the dome. There wiJl be some specific, more scholarly 
presentations, as wen as presentations for a general audience. which 
will illustrate the multi dimensional Vedic universe by taking the 
audience on trips through it. This can be done through the use of a 
standard slide show, computer graphics and the Digistar type 
projector supported by video projection. Specific astronomica1 shows 
to be developed arc as follows: 

a) 

b) 

Show how the Surya-siddhanta deals with ec1ipses.1 

Show bow the Surya-siddhanta treats the moon and its phases. 
the seasons and the motion of planets.· 

1 Refer to Srita Prabhupada's letter to Svarupa Damodara dasa on April 27, 1976. 
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c) Show how the Surya-siddhanta and the fifth canto are related. 
We will deal with a plane of the solar system and bhu-mandaJa. 
We will also discuss the geo-centric verses the helio-centric 
models of the solar system. Historical material related to other 
cultures is brought in, and the antiquity and worldwide scope of 
the Fifth Canto cosmology is emphasized. 

d) The ages of the Surya-siddhanta star coordinates and the data 
on the diameters of planets in the Surya-siddhanta will be 
presented. This show will demonstrate that the Surya-siddhanta 
contains unexpected knowledge concerning the stars and 
planets. 

e) For more general audiences, we can introduce strictly spiritual 
presentations through astronomical scenes as fo]]ows: 

i) Show the stars and planets and discuss the alignment of 
planets that occurred at the time of the batt1e of 
Kuruksetra. Then fade to the battle scene and present 
something from the Bhagavad-gita. 

ii) Show the stars, discuss some Vedic constellation names, 
and then discuss the devayana path through the stars. Then 
discuss the transmigration of the soul as in Easy Journey to 
Other Plnnels. 

f) Also there is the possibility of developing shows involving trips 
through the multi-dimensional Vedic universe, utilizing video 
computer graphics and the planetarium. However, it is intended 
to use both the main theatre and the simulator for this. (see 
below) 

2) Main Theatre 

The main theatre will seat up to 350 people and be used for major 
film and video productions, live drama and combinations of both. 
The theatre will be organized in such a way that it wil1 accommodate 
both sma11 (100 or less) audiences as wen as the larger 350 people 
for major presentations such as Jive dance, theatre, etc. This theatre 
wi1I have a large flat movable screen and the highest quality large 
screen video projector available. The possibility of using high 
definition television (which is an emerging technology) is being 
considered. The major full-scale video presentations using computer 
graphics. etc. are indicated in the Jist below. Also the video 
presentations produced can be shown on smaner screens in sma1ler 
video rooms that will be available depending upon the size and scope 
of the show and its interested audience. 
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3) Interactive and Participatory Exhibits 

It is the hands-on exhIbits that have given science and technology 
centers their distinctive character and popularity over the years. 
Participatory activities make it fun and an effective learning 
experience for both children and adults. The use of working models, 
video tapes and video disks, recorded narrations, rear projection 
slides and films, live science demonstrations, dramatic productions, 
computers and other imagery techniques can be used. Specific details 
are as follows: 

a) interactive video. This is a TV sized video screen surrounded by 
fixed text and pictures. By touching the screen at different 
points one selects different infonnative video sequences. 

b) Interactive Computer Exhibits. Here there is a computer 
monitor, surrounded by fixed text and pictures. By touching the 
screen at different points one invokes different programmed 
responses from the computer. 

c) Physical working models. 

d) Sculptures. paintings Bnd dioramas. 

e) Virtual Reality. A virtual reality system, where one person from 
the audience is hooked up to a virtual reality and others in the 
audience see what he is experiencing on monitors mounted on 
the wall. This is used to show how the sou] is different from the 
body. 

f) Holograms and 3·0. There are a number of techniques to 
present exhibits using holographic and three dimensional 
technology. This may also be used in the theatre. 

g) Temple. As the end point of the scientific and cultural 
presentation is to demonstrate how one can Jive simply with a 
higher understanding of our position in the universe in 
relationship to God, we feel it is important to have a practical 
working temple. Consideration is being given to import an 
ancient temple from India. If this is possible then it could be set 
up as a working exhibit with Deities, pujari, arotikas, etc. In the 
Vedic culture the temple was the center of society and it is 
important in the exhibit that we demonstrate this and how it 
worked. The Philadelphia Art Museum has a genuine small 
temple that was imported from South India in toto and this is 
a major draw card. Something like this, or even a replica would 
also provide an additiona1 drawing power to the complex. 
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4) Simulated Worlds Ride 

The major growth area in the entertainment and education field for 
theme parks, museums. etc. is the simulated "star wars" type ride, 
where people are brought into a small capsule usually containing 12 
to 30 people at a time. This capsule along with approach areas are 
designed to pbysically represent a space ship or the like. Once inside 
the capsule the passengers (who have been prepared through 
preliminary audio and visual presentations prior to entering the 
capsule) are then taken on a journey usually lasting 3 to S minutes. 
While the price of these started out in the millions of dollars at 
Disney Worldt and have proved highly successful, competition has 
generated a large number of manufacturers and the prices are now 
less than $400-500.000 (2 years ago there were 2 major manufacturers 
of simulators. now there are 17). The capsule usually moves on three 
axes and when accompanied with a graphic video presentation offers 
a very realistic and enthralling simulated journey, giving audio, visual 
and motion that completely encompasses all the senses. We feel that 
this wilJ be an excellent way to generate extra revenue and at the 
same time illustrate the multi-dimensional Vedic universe by taking 
the public on trips through it. With our computer graphics capability, 
we wiIJ be able to generate a number of highly educational and 
entertaining shows. 

We t11 be able to create a number of exciting Vedic vimana (flying 
ship) rides for people to travel on. The capsule which people wil1 
enter will be designed like a vimana. Prior to entering it we will use 
computer graphics to show it fully to them from the outside. Once 
having moved inside they wiJJ be able to look through its windows 
and then we will take them on journeys which wiJ] simulate higher 
dimensional travel throughout the Vedic Universe. Some sample trips 
are as follows: 

a) Arjunats trip to Svargaloka 

b) Kardama Muni's trip through the universe in his flying paJace. 

c) Krishna and Arjuna·s trip through the shells of the universe to 
see Maha Vishnu. 

d) Arjunats battle with the Danava's of the flying city of 
Hiranyapura. (This is a Star Wars type adventure.) 

e) Higher dimensional trip to the moon. This will illustrate that 
the moon is not just rocks, even though that is all we can see 
with the ordinary senses. 
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f) King Kakudami's trip to Brahmaloka. This illustrates the Vedic 
time dilation effect, which is reminiscent of time di1ation in 
Einstein's theory of relativity. Kakudami returns to the earth to 
find that millions of years have passed. We would show scenes 
of mountains eroding and valleys filling up to il1ustrate this. 

All trips wj]] begin on the earth, with a scene of the night sky and the 
skyline of the city where we're taking off from. The vimana wi]] then 
take off and everybody will experience flying into orbit just like in the 
"Blue Planet" film which is a highly successful lMAX presentation. 
We can use Nasa footage for this and then a high dimensional 
transition will talee place. Apart from fades, we can use 
mathematically generated space/time transformations from special 
relativity theory. An example of how a specific trip would be 
experienced is given in Appendix 4. (Arjuna's trip to Svargaloka) 

S) Detailed Shows and Exhibits 

The shows and exhibits are broken into four major sections as 
fo1lows: 

a) Astronomical 

i) Brahmins used to be able to calculate solar and lunar 
eclipses using memorized tables and mental calculation, 
aided by arrangements of sea shells. (Interactive computer 
exhibit demonstrating this.) 

ii) Show how the Surya-siddhanta deals with eclipses. Main 
planetarium show using Digistar and slides. 

iii) Show how the Surya-siddhanta treats the moon and its 
phases, the seasons, and the motion of planets, Main 
planetarium show using Digistar and slides. 

iv) Show how Surya·siddhanta and the Fifth Canto are 
related, Here we deal with the plane of the solar system 
and Bhu-mandaIa. We also discuss the geocentric vs. the 
heliocentric models of solar system. Historica1 material 
relating to other cultures is brought in, and the antiquity 
and worldwide scope of the Fifth Canto cosmology is 
emphasized. Main planetarium show using Digistar and 
slides. 
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v) Demonstrate ancient observational techniques used in 
India. Present material on medieval observatories in Delhi 
and Jaipur. Relate this to Greek, Babylonian, and Islamic 
astronomy. Two exhibits are planned: 

I) Interactive video. 

II) Set up instruments on roof of building and show 
people how to use them. 

vi) Mahimalanima siddhis and fractals. Use impressive 
graphics on fractals to introduce Vedic idea of sliding 
scales of size in the universe illustrated with Vedic stories 
of size change. There will be a three step presentation; 

1) Fractals used as an introduction that is familiar to the 
audience. 

11) Krishna as both the largest and the smallest. 

III) Mahima/anima siddhis and distance scales in the 
universe. 

Purpose: This resolves the apparent contradiction 
between the 4 billion mne Fifth Canto Universe and the 
vast universe of modern astronomy. 

vii) Show Arjuna's trip past the stars on the way to Indra10ka 

Purpose: What he saw is what scientists would expect to 
see. Thus their picture of the stars is Rill of the Vedic 
Universe, but the Vedic: system has much more. (This 
would be a fun scale video presentation using computer 
graphics, etc.) 

viii) The Vedic universe compared with a modem computer 
operating system. Explain analogies as applied to the 
universe: Aristotle and the universe as an organism: 
modern science and the universe as a clock. 

Compate the universe to a computer operating sYstem. 
Topics covered: levels of permission and parallel worlds 
(the lokas), code words as mantras, devas and computer 
daemons. the effectiveness of curses and benedictions, the 
superuser as Supersoul. 

Purpose; By tying the Vedic scheme of the universe to a 
high technology computer system we can show that it 
should not be dismissed as primitive superstition. Rather 
it is a sophisticated world model that modern scientific 
thought is just beginning to understand. We would suggest 
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that just as the anaJogy of a clock lead to many scientific 
advances, so might this computer analogy. (This is a full 
scale video presentation using computer graphics etc.) 

ix) The Big Bang and modem cosmology. Show some of the 
drawbacks of modem cosmological theories. Discuss the 
work of scientists such as HaJton Arp and William Tiffit on 
evidence that contradicts the expanding universe model. 
(This is a full scale video presentation using computer 
graphics, etc.) 

x) Vunanas, UFOs, and the hierarchical universe. A sUIVey of 
information concerning Vedic vimanas and the 400,000 
humanoid fonns in the universe. This material is compared 
to modern information concerning UFOs and their 

. humanoid occupants. This presentation includes discussion 
"of the implications of the UFO data regarding the 
Darwinian theory of evolution. (This is a full scale video 
presentation using computer graphics, etc.) 

xi) The ages of Surya-siddhanta star coordinates and the data 
on diameters of planets in the Surya-siddhanta. This show 
demonstrates that the Surya·siddhanta contains unexpected 
knowledge concerning the stars and planets. (Main 
planetarium show using Digistar and slides.) 

xii) Tour of the higher planets, Vaikuntha, and Goloka 
Vrindavana in the manner of Gopa Kumara of Brihat 
Bhagavatamritam. This will require highly sophisticated 
imagery, but it can be done. (It wonJt be done overnight.) 
(This is a full sca1e video presentation using computer 
graphics, etc.) 

b) The Laws of Nature 

i) Model of a four armed form using 4-dirnensionaI 
geometry. Show the model using computer animation, 
exp1ain it, and relate it to Vedic four armed and 
multi·armed forms. (This is a fun scale video presentation 
using computer graphics, etc.) 
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ii) Higher dimensions and siddhis. What we can say now 
about future extensions of physics. if Vedic knowledge is 
correct. Topics: the elements in sankhya philosophy and 
geometrodynamics; moving matter through matter; subtle 
energy; empirica1 support from parapsychology; chaos and 
control (use recent research on this by Navy); creation 

sound VIbration (holographic examples of this); 
quantum mechanics, waves, and higher dimensions; 
pradhana and the unified field. (This is a full scale video 
presentation using computer graphics. etc.) 

c) Mind and Body 

i) A presentation on minds, brains, and machines. (Either a 
full scale video, or an interactive video.) 

ii) A presentation of evidence suggestive of reincarnation. 
(Either a full scale video, or an interactive video.) 

iii) A presentation of evidence regarding out of body 
experiences, both in India and the West -- a cross cultural 
study. (Either a full scale video, or an interactive video.) 

iv) The red light machine from Origins magazine. (This is an 
actual gizmo people can interact with.) 

v) A neural net model, with questions about whether or not 
it is conscious. (This could be an actua] gizmo also.) 

d) Evolution and the Origin of Life 

i) Presentation of our material on human evolution. It would 
be good to get some artifacts if we can, but this might be 
difficult. The best way to present this material would be 
through interactive video and panels with text and pictures. 

ii) The Models of Natura1 Selection material. (Interactive 
video and panels with text and pictures.) 

iii) The Vedic model: descent from spiritual to subtle to gross. 
Topics: healing at Lourdes, etc. to show influence of subtle 
on gross; the descent of man from demigods in Vedic and 
other cultures; tie in with UFO evidence and paranormal 
evidence; idea of subtle bijas. (This is a full scale video 
presentation using computer graphics, etc.) 
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Appendix IV 

Example of simulated ride •. Arjuna's trip to Svargaloka 

We will base this trip on passages from shastra. Here is part of the relevant passage 
for Arjuna's trip to Svargaloka. It is from Mahabharata. 

"And on this sunlike, divine, wonder-working chariot the wise scion of 
Kuru flew joyously upward. While becoming invisible to the mortals 
who walk on earth, he saw wondrous airborne chariots by the 
thousands. No sun shone there, or moon, or fire, but they shone with 
a light of their own acquired by their merits. Those lights that are seen 
as the stars look tiny like oj] flames because of the distance, but the 
are very large. The Pandava saw them bright and beautiful, burning on 
their own hearths with a fire of their own. There are the perfected 
royal seers, the heroes cut down in war, who, having won heaven with 
their austerities, gather in hundreds of groups. So do thousands of 
Gandharvas with a glow like the sun's or the fire's, and of Guhyakas 
and seers and the hosts of Apsaras. 

"Beholding those self luminous worlds, Phalguna, astonished, 
questioned MatalIi in a friendly manner, and the other said to him, 
"Those are men of saintly deeds, ablaze on their own hearths, whom 
you saw there, my lord, looking like the peaked victorious white 
elephant Airavata. towering like the peaked Kailasa. Driving on the 
roadway of the Siddhas that most excellent Kuru Pandava shone forth 
as of old the )dng Mandhatar. The lotus-eyed prince passed by the 
worlds of the kings, then looked upon Amaravati, the city on Indra",1 

The first thing to notice here is that Arjuna entered a region of stars, where there 
was no light from the sun, the moon, or fire. Scientists say that if you travel to the 
stars you go so far from the sun and moon that you no longer see them. 

There Arjuna saw that the stars were self-luminous worlds, and that they were 
hearths of Gandharvas, Guhyakas, and others, including "men of saintly deeds" who 
had been promoted to heaven. The scientists say the stars are self-luminous worlds. 
Of course, they don't think they are inhabited; that is the new point here. 

It is also stated that the stars are very Jarge, but they seem small due to distance 
when seen from the earth. Scientists say this also. 

We will reconcile this Mahabharata passage with the small size of the universe 
mentioned in the 5rimad Bhagavatam through the information in Vedic Cosmography 
and Astronomy where we explain that the universe has different scales of size. 

1 Van Buitenen, 1975, p. 308). 



SIMllLATED 
THRILLS FOR 
YOUR VISITORS ... 
OUTSTANDING 
PROFITS FOR 
YOUI 

Outstanding profits await you 
wfth an SR2, the simulator ride 
thct synchronizes film. sound, 
motion and wind into swear·you-
ore-there experiences. The Ertte. 
the ear and balance work 
together to create the ultimate 
Illusion. 

Your visitors will want to repeat 
each and every memorable 
experience rrom a daring tour 01 
Son Francisco to a vault through 
a freight car. SR2 state-of·the-art 
simulation technology transports 
adventures ITom all owr the 
world right to your facll ity. 

COST EFFEC111VE 
low initial cost, low power con-

sumption and minimal space 
reQuirements keep operating 
costs down and profits up. One 
of the most reliable and cost-
effective rides to operate that is 
available today, the SR2 is 
virtually trouble free. 

SAFETY 
With an SR2 facility, your visitors 

can enjoy exciting land, sea, air 
and space adventures without 

any of the dangers. SR2t
• appeal 

to all age groups, and are per-
fect for young and old alike. AA 
Inside door release and Inter-
com is standard. Plus, SR2's are 
programmed to return auto-
matically to the safe dOCking 
position in the event of a power 

Anterruptlon. The Impact on 
Insurance premiums Is minimal. 

CAPACITY AND 
OPERA1110N 

With a completely computer-
Ized progrom cycle of 2% - 5 
minutes, hundreds to thousands 
of visitors can experience the 
SR2 each day. Designed tor min· 
Imum maintenance, the many 
SR2's in operaHon throughout the 
world haw proven reliable In 
the most demanding applica-
tions. SR2's can be operated by 

an unskilled attendant and cany 
a one year warranty. In the event 
that factory maintenance Is nec-
essary. Doron maintains an 
extensive network of professional 
field service support. 

With Its uniQue appearance 
(which con be customized) the 
SR2 attracts crowds. It's a rIde 
for all seasons With unlimited 
earning potential. 

RETHEMEABLE 
Create new rides in minutes 

with our rapidly growing library 
of adventures and watch your 
profits grow. Your visitors wtll 
return again and agoln as you 
change SR2 adventures. 



I ADAPTABLE TO 
MANY TYPES OF 
FACILITIES 

Whet a fantastic way to odd a 
new dimension to your amuse-
ment park. shopping center, 
museum, water park, fesflval 
market place, promotion, or fam-
Ilyamusement center. In a class 
by Itself, the SR2 simulator rJde 
easily adopts to any type of tocil-
Ity and capacity requirement. 
The nsf Is endless. 

EDUCATIONAL 
Being able to enjoy adven-

tures from around the world and 
throughout the ages make the 
SR2 an educational experience 
tor people of all age groups. 
With specialized programs, riders 
cou Id tour the human body. 
explore the ocean noor. experi. 
ence on earthquake or go from 
horseback to space shuttle. 

CUSTOMIZED 
PROGRAMMING 

Progroms can be tailor-
made to fit any theme. To cap-
ture the real spirit of your water 
park. themed amusement pork 
or museum. talk to Doran's 
professional stoff about SR2 
cusfomization packages. 

DORON 
PRECISION SYSTEMS, INC. 

P.O. Box 400 
Blngl'lomton. NY 13902 
(607) 772-1610 
FAX (607) 772-6760 
Internafional 
(607) 772-1912 

Printed on Recycled Fapil/lr 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Each Unit: 
1IIe: 172" "88" I( 88',8lCCludlng 
lamps/steps (96" high when on 
tJansportolton casters) 
w.l9ht: 3,«K) lba .. accludlng 
passengers 
floor Space hqulrecl: 
(Minimum) 16' x 18',300 sq. ft. 
CeIling .... ghllleqUl"": 
(MinImum) 10' '" 6-
lealtng: 12 sea1s, In 3 lOWS ot .. 

Motion Dynamics 
HorIzontal Il0l1: ± i&". maximum 
longitudinal PIlch: ± 18°, maximum 
Roll Rate: 35" per second, maximum 
..... Rate: 30" per eecond. maximum 
v.rtIcal translation: 23" Front, 11- Rear 

Motion System 
Fluid Capacity: 13 gallons 
Hyrdraullo CyUnc:Ierc Front - 2.5" 80M 
)C 14" Stroks 
Rear - Bore )( 14" Stroke 
MoIDr: 7.5 HP.1725 RPM. 60 Hz. 208-230/ 
416 (SO Hz, 1425 RPM,190-208/380-415) 
Pump: v.:.kJbIe volume plItcn type 
72gpm 
..... 
AccumulalDr: 5 gallon. bladder-type 
1tJIervoIr: 1Q galien capactty 
VCI .. : (3) Servovatvea: I8Iporw 14 Hz 
@ - 3 db, 38 Hz @ - 90" 
Alters: (3) 10 maon nHera (High and 
low PIes8Ute) 
HolM t.vM: Pl..In'Ip ID1ed at 62 Dba. 
motor rated at 62 Dba at 60 Hz 

Pac:IcIatiIInQ: Hydraulic J)OWQf unit 
packaged In modular, I'8I'T1CWQble 
oaaembly 

Programs 
Duraftan: 7.5 minutes, maximum 
(varies program. normally 2.5 to 
5 minutes) 
CompoIItIon: 16mm coIOI'fllm with 
motion and EII'feds program memory 
module 

Au dio/VISUG I 
Rim $pNct. 24 Frames per seeond 
Ught Source: 25IJtN Quartz 
1ounc:I: ()pttc;ol; 140 won 4 channel 
amp"lar. foI.J' spealcars 

Operational 
Environment 
1he rtde " Intended for Indoor 
operaffon at namal temperatures 
and humIcIty (60..cxr F .. 20-80\ R.H.). 

Electric Service 
SICII'ldan:t: 208 VAe, 3 phase M. 
60 Hz. 30 Amp NMce 
0pI0na1: 190-208/380-,15\1. 3 phose, 
so Hz 
other tvt:a cI tarVIce can be 
accomrnodatec:I on special on:Ier. 

Storage 
UnIt must be proteeted fn:)m moI:sture, 
dust, and excassNe humidity (90'1. R.H .. 
maximum, non<:onetantIng, 40" f. to 
110" F.). 

I·The pioneers In entertainment simulation." 
Doron has pioneered entertainment simulation since 1977 and has 

a commitment to contlnue to expand Its library of SR2 adventures 
and to provide outstanding aervlce. As the recognized world leader in 
entertolnment simulation, Doron looks forward to the future. 

you consider SR2's for your next aftraction ... prcwen world 
class entertainmentl 

Talk to the experJenced professionals at Doran v.1"Io pIoneered 
entertainment simulation and remain the world leaders. 
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I Physical 

Size: 172" 'X 88" x 881f
, excluding 

ramps/steps (96" high when on 

I transportation casters) 
Weight: 3,900 Ibs., excluding 
poa&engers 
floor $pClce Required: (Minimum) 

I 16')1 18', 300 sq. ft. 
Ceiling HeIght Required: 

10'6" 

I 
Ung: 12 seats, in 3 rows of 4 

I Motion Dynamics 
Horlzontol Roll: ± 18(>, maximum 
longitudinal Pitch: ± 18(>. 

I maximum 
Roll Rate: 35° per second. 
maximum 
Pitch Rate: 30" per second, 

I maximum 
Translation; 23" Front. 11" 

Rear 

I 
I 
I 

Motion System 
fluId Capacity: 13 gallons 
HycIrauUe Cyflnders: Front - 2.5" 
Bore )( 14/1 stroke 
Rear - 21f Sore x 14" Stroke 
Motor: 7.5 HP, 1725 RPM, 60 Hz. 208/ 
230/460 (50 Hz, 1425 RPM. 190-208/ 
380-415) 

I Pump: Variable volume piston type 

m Prellure: 1,250 psi 

I Accumulator: 5 gallon, bladder-type . 
IlHarvolr: 10 gallon capacity 
Yalves: (3) 5ervovalves: response 14 
Hz@ - 3 db, 38 Hz @ - 90'" 
Filters: (2) 3 micron filters (High and 
Low Pressure) 
Nol .. Level: Pump rated at 62 Dba, 
motor rated at 62 Dba at 60 Hz 
Packaging: Hydraulic power unit 
packaged In modular, removable 
assemOly 

Programs 
Duratton: 7.S minutes. maximum 
(VOrles with program, normolly 2.5 
to 5 minutes) 
Composition: 16mm colof film with 
motion and effects program 
memory module 

Audio/Visual 
Projector: 16mm 
FII m Speed: 24 Frames per second 
Light 2SrJW Quartz 
Sound: Optical; 140 woH 4 channel 
amplifier. lour speakers 

Operational Environment 
The ride is Intended for Indoor oper-
ation of normal temperatures and 
humidity (60-90° F., R.H.). 

Storage 
Unit must be protected from mois-
iure, dust. and excessive humidity 
(90% R.H .. maximum, non· 
condensing, 400 F. to 1100 F.). 

Electric Service 
standard: 208 VAC, 3 phase (Y). 60 
Hz. 30 Amp service 
OpHonal: 190-208/380-415V, 3 
phose, 50 Hz 
Other types of service co n be 
accommodated on special order. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
Our professional stott will provide 
complete SR2 system and facility 
planning a$Blstance. 
Call on us todayf 

-----DO RON 
.,-- PRECISION SYSTEMS, INC. 

*Jhe pioneers In entertainment 
sJmulaflon.-
P.O. I!oI! 400 
Binghamton. N'i 13902 
(607) 772·1610 
telex 821·6401 
Ff.X itIl7-772·6760 

c. Doron Precision SVsIems. Inc .. 1988 
Printed In USA 
MA-51·1187·18-2!oM N&.P 9/90 
PrInted on Rec)'Cled Peper 
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ARTICLES Of INCORPORATION 

l-
INC. 

The name of the corporation is VEDIC 

2. The duration of the corporation is perpetual. 

3. The corporation is a non-profit corporation. 

4. The address of the principal office of the eorporatthion and 
the mailing address of the corporation is: 1300 N.W. 76 Ave., 
Plantation, Florida 33322. 

5. The purposes for which the corporation is organized are: 

. a) To systematically ___ .propagate spiritual knowledge to 
society at large and to educate all people in the techniques or 
spiritual life in order to check the imbalance of.values in life 
and to achieve .. real unity and peace in the world. 

b) To propagate the understanding of the universe as a life-
based hierarchical system, emanating from the Supreme Living 
Being, God, Lord Sri Rrishna, as revealed in the Vedic scriptures 
and in particular the teachings of His Divine Grace A.C. 
Bhakt1vedanta Swami Prabhupada. 

c) To teach and encourage the sankirtan movement 
(congregational chanting of the holy names of God) as revealed in 
the teachings of Lord Sri caitanya Mahaprabhu. 

d) To bring the members of the Foundation together with one 
another and nearer to Krishna, the prime entity, ana thus to 
develop the idea among the members, and humanity at large, that 
each soul is part and parcel of the quality of Godhead (Krishna). 

e) To teach a more natural anCi simpler way of life, in 
particular based on the varnashrama system of living as revealed 
in the Srimad-Bhaqavatam and Bhagavad-gita. 

f) To erect for the members and 
centers of learning, education, culture, 
parks, Vedic planetariums and whatever 
deemed fit by the members for the 
aforementioned Purposes. 

for society at large 
Vedic science, theme 
other facilities are 
propagation of the 

9) To publish anCi distribute periodicals, magazines, books 
and other writings, videos, computer software, and utilize any 
and all other types of medium of communication, with a view 
towards achieving the aforementioned Purposes. 

, 



...... 

h) To engage in all activities necessary, useful or expedient, 
measures permitted by the Florida Not For 

Prof1.t Corporat1.on Act and Section 501 (c) (3) of the Internal 
Act of 1954 (or the corresponding provision of any future 

Un1.ted States Internal Revenue Act), to promote the interest of 
the religion and education. 

6. other provision of these the 
Corporat.l.on 1.S organl.zed exclusively for religious purposes or 
other purposes as specified in section 501(c) (3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code 1954, and shall not carry on any activities not 

to be carried on by a corporation exempt Federal 
tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code 

of 1954 or corresponding provisions of any subsequent Federal or 
Florida State laws. 

7. No part of the net earnings of the corporation shall inure 
to the benefit or any member. trustaa, director, officer of the 
corporation, or any private indivic:lual (except that reasonable 
compensation may be paid for services rendered to or for the 
corporation), and no member, trustee, officer of the corporation 
or any private individual shall be entitled to share in the 
distribution of any of the corporate assets on dissolution of the 
corporation. 

8. No sUbstantial part of the activities of the corporation 
shall be carrying on propaganda, or otherwise attempting to 
influence legislation <except as otherwise provided by Sec-
tion 501 (h) > or participating in, or intervening in (including 
the pUblication or distribution of statements), any political 
campaign on behalf of any candidates for public office. 

9. In the event of dissolution, all of the remaining assets and 
property of the corporation shall, after necessary expenses 
thereof, be distributed to another organization exempt IRe 
section SOl{c) (3), or corresponding provisions of any subsequent 
Federal tax laws, or to the Federal government, or state or local 
government a pUblic.purpose. 

10. In any taxable year in which the corporation is a private 
foundation as described in IRC Section 509 (a), the corpora.tion 
shall distribute its income for said period at such time and. 
manner as not to SUbject it to tax under IRe section 4942, and 
the corporation shall not (a) engage in any act of self-dealing 
as defined in IRC section 4941 (d), retain any excess business 
holding as defined in IRe section 4943(C), (b) any invest-
ments in such manner as to subject the to tax under 
IRC Section 4944, or (c) make any taxable expenditures as defined 
in IRC Section 4945(d) or corresponding provisions of any subse-
quent Federal tax laws. 

11. The number of directors constituting the initial board 
of directors is three (4) and the names and addresses of the 
persons who are to serve as the initial directors are: 

., 



NAME 

Mr. Jerome Poritz 

Mr. Denis Harrison 

Mr. Alister P. Taylor 

Dr. Richard L. Thompson 

ADDRESS 

c/o Franchise & Business 
Development Corporation 

1610 S. La Cienega -Blvd. suite 205 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 

1380 Garnet Ave. Suite E-527 
San Diego, California 92109 

1380 Garnet Ave. Suite E-527 
San Diego, California 92109 

1136 Grand Ave. 
San Diego, California 92109 

The in! tial Board of Director. shall consist of three (4) 
members as set out above. This may be changed to anothar number, 
within the maximum and minimum limits, only by resolution of the 
Board of Directors at the Annual Meeting of the corporation, such 
resolution to be considered before the elections of new Board 
Members begins. The term of election of a Board memb&.r is one 
yl2sr. 

12. The street address of the initial registered office will be 
757 N.W. 27th Ave., Miami, Florida 33125 and the initial register 
agent will be A. Bradman at the aforementioned address. 

Having been named as registered agent and to accept service 
of process for the above stated corporation at the place 
designated in this application, I hereby accept the appointment 
as registered agent and agree to act in this capacity. I further 
agree to comply with the provisions of all statutes relative to 
the proper and complete performance ot my duties, and I am 
familiar with and accept the Obligations of my position as 
registered agent. f ( 'r [) A; :,'"' '\ 

_ a:· C 
A. Bradman 

13. The name and address of the incorporator who is ever 18 
years of age is Harvey Mechanic, 363 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, New 
York 11217. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have made and signed these articles 
of incorporation this 9th day of January, 1992. 

I I" /' t r / I .;..............--"------
Harvey Mechanic 
Incorporator 
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Academic Advisory Board 
Initial list of members: 

Dr. Richard Thompson (confirmed) 

Theoretical Biology, Probabi1ity Theory, Statistical 
Mechanics, Information Theory, Mathematical Logic, 
Computer Programming, and Philosophy of Science. 

Dr. Alok Kumar (confirmed) 

Prof. of Physics at Cal State Long Beach. 

Dr. Pierce Flynn (confirmed) 

Prof. of Sociology at National University, San Diego. 

Dr. Vijayagovindan (confirmed) 

Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore, India. 

Dr. William Deadwyler (confirmed) 

Comparative Religion and Philosophy. 

Dr. Narendra Goel (tentative) 

Prof. of Computer Science at S.U.N.Y. at Binghamton, 
New York. 

Dr. Sandy Stone (tentative) 

Prof. of Sociology at U .C.S.D. 


